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In relation with microlocal tunneling, we investigate the existence of micro-
local WKB expansions for the eigenfunctions of semiclassical pseudodifferential
operators whose symbol admits a non degenerate minimum at some point (x0 , !0)
of R2n. More precisely, under assumptions of analyticity, we prove that the FBI (or
Bargman) transform of the first eigenfunction of such an operator admits near
(x0 , !0) an expansion of the form e&8(x, !)h  j0 h
jaj (x, !) as the semiclassical
parameter h tends to 0. Here 8 and the aj’s are smooth (complex) functions, and
the domain in which the expansion is valid can be described in terms of deforma-
tion properties. Our result can be applied e.g. to magnetic Schro dinger operators
with electric potential admitting a non degenerate well.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we investigate the existence of microlocal WKB expansions
for the eigenfunctions of pseudodifferential operators whose symbol admits
a non-degenerate minimum at some point (x0 , !0) of R2n. For example, this
is the case of an electromagnetic Schro dinger operator
PA(x, hDx)= :
n
j=1
(hDxj&Aj (x))
2+V(x)
when V admits a non-degenerate minimum at some point x0 . In the case
where the Aj ’s can be taken small enough (that is, when the magnetic field
is small enough) and everything is analytic, it has been shown by Helffer
and Sjo strand [4] that the first eigenfunction u of PA admits near x0 a
WKB expansion of the form
u(x, h)te&,A(x)h :
k0
hkak(x),
where ,A and the ak ’s are smooth functions. Moreover, the set of x’s where
such an expansion is valid can be estimated geometrically by means of
the minimal geodesics starting from x0 , relatively to the so-called Agmon
distance (i.e., the distance associated to the degenerate metric
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(V(x)&V(x0)) dx2). But the problem remains entirely open for greater
magnetic fields. Here, we are going to show that in any case (but still under
assumptions of analyticity), a similar WKB expansion exists near (x0 , !0)
for the FBI-transform Tu of u, at least if one chooses convenient symplectic
coordinates in R2n. Moreover, the set of (x, !)’s where the expansion
is valid will be estimated by means of simple constants attached to the
symbol of P, and a more general notion of ‘‘admissible open set’’ will be
given, in terms of deformation properties.
As we shall see, |Tu(x, !; h)| behaves like e&(x, !)h where 0 has a
non-degenerate minimum at (x0 , !0). This analogy with the behavior of the
eigenfunctions in the case without magnetic field makes us think that our
construction can be useful, in the future, to estimate various types of
tunneling in phase space.
Let us specify our main assumptions.
For k # N, let us consider a symbol p belonging to
Sn((x, !) k)=: [ p # C(R2n); \: # N2n, :p=O((x, !) k) uniformly] (1.1)
and, for p # Sn((x, !) k), we consider the Weyl-semiclassical quantization
P(x, hDx)=Oph, 12( p) defined by
P(x, hDx) u(x)=
1
(2?h)n | e
i(x& y) !hp((x+ y)2, !) u( y) dy d!. (1.2)
On our symbol p # Sn((x, !) k) we make the following assumptions
(H1) p(x, !) is real and non-negative for real (x, !), p&1(0)=(0, 0),
Hess p(0, 0) is positive definite, and there exist $1 , $2>0 such that
p(x, !)$1 if |x|+|!|$2 .
(H2) There exist a, b>0 such that p extends holomorphically to
S(a, b)=[(x, !) # C2n; |Im x|<a, |Im !|<b],
and satisfies
\: # N2n, :p=O((Re x, Re !) k) uniformly in S(a, b).
Assumptions (H1), (H2) imply that the spectrum of P is discrete near 0.
Actually, let us consider / # C 0 (R
2n) with /0, /(0)>0 and let us write
p= p^&/ with p^= p+/ such that Inf p^>0. Then P can be written as
P=P +K where P =Oph, 12( p^) and K=Oph, 12(&/) is a compact
operator. If z # C with |z| sufficiently small, then P &z is invertible and
P&z=(P &z)(I+(P &z)&1 K).
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Hence, by Fredholm theory, we can conclude that P has discrete spectrum
near 0.
Moreover, assumption (H1) implies (see, for example, [5]) that we can
perform a linear symplectic change of variables such that, in the new coor-
dinates, p can be written near (0, 0) as
p(x, !)= :
n
j=1
+j (x2j +!
2
j )+O( |x, !|
3), (1.3)
where 0<+1 } } } +n .
For h>0 small, (x, !) # R2n, and u (possibly h-dependent) in L2(Rn), we
define the FourierBrosIagolnitzer transform (or global FBI transform)
(see [16, 17]) of u as
Tu(x, !; h)=c(n, h) | e i(x& y) !h&(x& y)22hu( y) dy, (1.4)
where c(n, h)=2&n2(?h)&3n4 is chosen in such a way that
&Tu&L2(R2n)=&u&L2(Rn) . (1.5)
Our purpose is to show that the FBI transform Tu of the first eigenfunction
u of P(x, hDx) admits, in a suitable neighborhood of (0, 0), a WKB asymp-
totics of the form
Tu(x, !; h)th&m0e&!22h&.(x&i!)h :
j0
h ja j (x&i!), (1.6)
where . and the aj ’s are holomorphic near 0 # Cn (see Theorem 5.1 for
more details). Actually, as was pointed out to us by J. Sjo strand, such a
result also permits us to get a WKB expansion for u near 0 in the original
coordinates (that is, before the symplectic change of variables leading to
(1.3)), but the control on the neighborhood of 0 where this is valid seems
to us rather delicate to perform (see Remark 5.2).
Incidentally, we also get an asymptotic expansion
Eth :
k0
ek hk
as h tends to 0, for the first eigenvalue E of P. Moreover, by standard
arguments, it should be possible to also obtain asymptotic expansions for
the eigenfunctions and the eigenvalues of a multiple wells problem and for
the excited states. Notice that, in the case of the Schro dinger operator with
magnetic field, this problem has already been studied in [12, 13] where
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asymptotic expansions for the bottom of the spectrum are obtained.
Moreover, the techniques used in these papers combined with those of
[15] should also permit us to get quasi-mode type asymptotics for the
corresponding eigenfunctions (but without good control on their exponen-
tially small behaviour outside the wells).
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE WKB SOLUTION
NEAR A STRICT MINIMA
Let us consider a symbol p # Sn((x, !) k) and assume that (H1), (H2)
hold. After a linear symplectic change of variables (which, at the level of
operators, corresponds to a conjugation by a unitary global Fourier
integral operator with real quadratic phase), we can also assume that (1.3)
holds near (0, 0). In [10] is studied in detail the action of the FBI trans-
form T on a pseudodifferential operator P(x, hDx)=Oph, 12( p). In par-
ticular, it is shown that (see also [9])
T(Pu)(x, !; h)=P (x, !, hDx , hD!) Tu(x, !; h) (2.1)
with
P (x, !, hDx , hD!)=Oph, 12( p(x&!*, x*)). (2.2)
(Here and in the following, x* and !* denote the dual variable of x and
!, respectively.) Notice that if we set z=x&i!, then e!22hTu(x, !; h)=:
T u(z; h) is an holomorphic function of the variable z. For this reason, it is
natural to look for a solution v=Tu of P (x, !, hDx , hD!) v=Ev of the
form
v(z, h)te&!22h&.(z)ha(z, h), (2.3)
where a(z, h)=j0 h jaj (z) and .(z) and aj (z) are holomorphic near
0 # Cn. The action of P (x, !, hDx , hD!) on such a function v can be defined
as the following.
Let .=.(z), z=x&i!, an holomorphic function defined on a complex
neighborhood 0 of 0 in Cn and such that |Im(z&z.(z))|<a and
|Re z.(z)|<b for z # 0. If a(z, h)= j0 h jaj (z), with aj (z) holomorphic
functions of z # 0, is a formal power series, using a formal stationary phase
expansion, we have
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e!22h+.(z)hP (x, !, hDx , hD!)(e&!
22h&.(z)h) a(z, h)
te.(z)h Oph, 12( p(z&!*, x*)) e&.(z)ha(z, h)
t :
;+#=: # N2n
h |:|
i |:|;! # !
_;y, ’
:
x*, !* p \z+z$2 &!*&z., x*+iz.+} y=x, ’=!
x*=!*=0
_#y, ’(e
8(z, z$)ha(z$, h))| z=z$ (2.4)
in the sense of the formal power series expansion. Here we have set z$=
y&i’ and 8(z, z$)=.(z)&.(z$)&(z&z$, {z.(z))=O( |z&z$|2). Hence,
to find a solution v of the equation (P &E) v=0 of the form v(z, h)t
e&!22h&.(z)ha(z, h), we are lead to solve the eikonal equation
p(z&z., iz.)=0, (2.5)
where z=x&i!. To solve it, we proceed in an way analogous to [2]. We
define
q(z, ‘)=&p(z&‘, i‘)
so that (2.5) becomes q(z, z.)=0. Near (0, 0) # C2n we have
q(z, ‘)= :
n
j=1
+ j (2zj‘ j&z2j )+O( |z, ‘|
3)
and therefore the fundamental matrix of q at (0, 0) is
Fq=\2+2+
0
&2++ , (2.6)
where +=diag(+1 , ..., +n). The spectrum of Fq is [\2+ j ; j=1, ..., n], and
the direct sum of the eigenspaces associated to [+2+j ; j=1, ..., n] (resp. to
[&2+j ; j=1, ..., n]) is the Lagrangian space E+=[‘=z2] (resp.
E&=[z=0]). If we perform a canonical change of variables zj  zj - 2,
‘j  - 2 ‘j&zj - 2, then, in these new coordinates,
q(z, ‘)= :
n
j=1
2+j zj ‘j+O( |z, ‘| 3).
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Then, we are exactly in the situation described in [17, Appendix].0 By
applying this analytic version of the ‘‘stableunstable manifold theorem’’
one can show that there exist two holomorphic complex Lagrangian
manifolds 4\ containing (0, 0), stable under the action of Hq , and such
that T(0, 0) 4\=E\ . In particular, 4+ projects bijectively on the base
[‘=0], and therefore there exists a holomorphic function . such that in
a complex neighborhood of 0, 4+ is given by
4+=[‘=z.(z)]. (2.7)
Since q(0, 0)=0 and q is constant on 4+ , we see in particular that .
solves (2.5). Notice that if we normalize . by setting .(0)=0, we also have
.(z)= 14 z
2+O( |z|3)
and therefore
!2
2
+Re .(x&i!)=
x2+!2
4
+O( |x, !|3).
Now, taking into account (2.4) and first working with z real, one can con-
struct as in [1] a symbol a(z, h)tk0 hkak(z) defined near 0, such that
formally
Oph, 12( p(z+i‘, ‘)&E)(a(z, h) e&.(z)h)t0
with Eth k0 ek hk, e0=nj=1 + j= 12Tr+Fq . Moreover, one can see, as in
[16], that actually a(z, h) is an analytic symbol in the sense that one has,
for some C>0 and for any k # N
|ak(z)|Ck+1k !
uniformly near zero. After resummation, this means that if we set
v(x, !; h)=a(x&i!, h) e&!22h&.(x&i!)h,
there exists =>0 such that, for (x, !) small enough,
(P &E) v=O(e&!22h&Re .(x&i!)h&=h), (2.8)
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2 Actually, in [17], q is required to be real for (z, ‘) real, and here we are not in such a
situation. Nevertheless, this assumption is used along the proof only to show that there exist
analytic coordinates such that Hq can be written in the form Hq=Az z&A*‘ ‘+O( |z, ‘|2)
_(z , ‘) for some n_n matrix A and A* which sp(A), sp(A*)/[Re(*)>0]. Indeed, this is
our case, with A=A*=2+.
where the action of the pseudodifferential operator P on v(x, !, h) (which
is defined only near (0, 0)) is given by (2.4).
Let 00 be the maximal connected open set where both . and the ak ’s
extend holomorphically and such that |Im(z&z.)|<a, |Re z.|<b. Let
/, /~ # C 0 (00) such that /~ =1 on a neighborhood V1 of supp /. Then we
claim that there exists =1>0 such that
/(P &E) /~ v=O(e&!22h&Re .(x&i!)h&=1h) uniformly. (2.9)
To prove (2.9), let us set X=(x, !), Y=( y, ’), X*=(x*, !*), and
(X)=!22+.(x&i!) and let us write
(2?h)2n e(X)h/(X)((P &E) /~ v)(X)
=| ei(X&Y) X*hp~ \X+Y2 , X*+
_/~ (Y) /(X) e((X)&(Y))ha(Y, h) dY dX*. (2.10)
Then we split the integral in (2.11) in two parts. The first term is given by
I=:|
Y # V1
ei(X&Y) X*hp~ \X+Y2 , X*+
_/~ (Y) /(X) e((X)&(Y))ha(Y, h) dY dX*
and, by making the change of contour of integration,
R2n % X* [ X*&i {(X) (2.11)
and by applying the analytic version of the Stationary Phase Theorem, we
obtain
I=O(e&=1h)
for some =1>0. For the second term
II=:|
Y  V1
ei(X&Y) X*hp~ \X+Y2 , X*+
_/~ (Y) /(X) e((X)&(Y))ha(Y, h) dY dX*,
by making the change of contour of integration,
R2n % (x*, !*) [ \x*+ib$ x& y|x& y| , !*+ia$
!&’
|!&’|+ (2.12)
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with Sup |Im(z&z.)|<a$<a and Sup |Re z.|<b$<b, we obtain
II=O( Sup
X # supp /
Y # supp /~ "V1
e&$ |X&Y|h) (2.13)
with 0<$<Inf[a&a$, b&b$]. Since
Inf
X # supp /
Y # supp /~ "V1
|X&Y|>0,
by possibly shrinking =1 , we get
I=O(e&=1h)
and this ends the proof of (2.9).
3. WKB EXPANSION OF THE FIRST EIGENVALUE
In this section we show that the first eigenvalue of P(x, hDx) is simple
and has the asymptotic expansions found in the previous section.
Let us start with the following:
Lemma 3.1. Let E # Spd (P) and let u # L2(Rn) be such that Pu=Eu. For
$>0, let /$ # C 0 (R
2n) be such that /$(x, !)=1 on B(0, $2) and
supp(/$)/B(0, $). Then, for any M0 and for any $>0, there exists =>0
and C>0 such that
_(1&/$) Tu_MCe&=h _Tu_0 , (3.1)
where _Tu_M is defined by
_Tu_M= :
M
j=0
&Tu&j (3.2)
and
&Tu&j= :
|:|+|;|= j "\
x
- h+
:
\ !- h+
;
Tu"L2(R 2n) . (3.3)
Proof. It is a consequence of the results of [9, 10] (see also [14]). K
Let P0=nj=1 +j (h
2D2xj+x
2
j ) be the harmonic oscillator associated to P
and let us fix C0>0 such that hC0  Sp(P0) and [0, C0 h] & Spd (P){<.
As in Section 5 of [2], we have the following:
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Lemma 3.2. Let E # [0, C0h] & Spd (P) and let u # L2(Rn) be such that
Pu=Eu. Then, for any M0, there exists C>0 such that
_Tu_M+2C _Tu_0 . (3.4)
Proof. For M=0 we have
0=
1
h
_T(P&E) u_0

1
h
_P 0Tu_0&
1
h
_(P &P 0) Tu_0&C0 _Tu_0 , (3.5)
where P 0=nj=1 + j (h
2D2xj+(x j&hD!j)
2). It is clear that (see Theorem 3.1
in [9])
_P 0Tu_0  } } } :
n
j=1
+j (x2j +!
2
j ) Tu } } } 0 &Ch _Tu_0
C1h(_Tu_2&_Tu_0). (3.6)
On the other hand,
_(P &P 0) Tu_0 :
2
j=0
h j _qj (x, !) Tu_0 (3.7)
with
|qj (x, !)|cj (x, !) k \ |(x, !)|(x, !)+
(3&2 j)+
, j=1, 2. (3.8)
Hence, if we take /$ # C 0 (R
2n) with /$(x, !)=1 on B(0, $2) and with
supp(/$)/B(0, $) we have
:
2
j=0
h j _/$(x, !) qj (x, !) Tu_0
C2 :
2
j=0
:
|:|+|;| =(3&2 j)+
h j &x:!;Tu&L2(B(0, $))
C3h($ _Tu_2+h _Tu_0) (3.9)
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since, on supp(/$), |x|, |!|$. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.1
:
2
j=0
h j _(1&/$(x, !)) qj (x, !) Tu_0 C4 _(1&/$(x, !)) Tu_k
C5e&=h _Tu_0 . (3.10)
Hence, from (3.9) and (3.10) we obtain
_(P &P 0) Tu_0C6 h($ _Tu_2+h _Tu_0). (3.11)
Taking $ sufficiently small, (3.5), (3.6), (3.11) give (3.4) for M=0.
The proof in the case M1 can be done in the same way. K
Proposition 3.3. There exists a bijection b: Sp(P) & [0, C0 h]  Sp(P0)
& [0, C0h] such that
|b(E)&E|Ch32
for h sufficiently small.
Proof. Let u be a normalized eigenfunction associated to an eigenvalue
E # [0, C0h] & Spd (P) and let us write P 0Tu=ETu+(P &P 0) Tu. By
(3.7), (3.8), and Lemma 3.1, we have
_(P &P 0) Tu_0Ch32 _Tu_3 .
Applying Lemma 3.2 with M=1, we have that _Tu_3 is uniformly bounded
with respect to h. Hence,
P 0Tu=ETu+O(h32), in L3(R2n)
and then
P0u=Eu+O(h32), in L2(Rn).
Then,
Sp(P) & [0, C0h]/Sp(P0)+B(0, Ch32). (3.12)
As it was observed in [2, Sect. 5], Eq. (3.12) does not give the number of
eigenvalues of P contained in [0, C0 h]+B(0, Ch32). On the other hand,
setting Pt=tP0+(1&t) P, t # [0, 1], it can be shown that the range of
spectral projection 6t on Sp(Pt) & [0, C0h] is constant for t # [0, 1].
Hence, we can conclude that the number of eigenvalues of P and P0 in
[0, C0h] is the same and end the proof of the proposition. K
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Proposition 3.3 shows, in particular, that the first eigenvalue E of P is
simple and then, by applying Proposition 2.5 of [2], we have the following:
Theorem 3.4. Under assumptions (H1), (H2), if u is the normalized
eigenvector associated to the first eigenvalue E of P(x, hDx) then E admits
the following asymptotic expansions in powers of h
Eth :
k0
ek hk.
Moreover, there exist constants m0 and :0 , such that the FBI transform of
u near 0 is given by
Tu(x, !; h)=:0h&m0a(x&i!, h) e&!
22h&.(x&i!)h+O(e&=h)
with some =>0.
In particular, denoting
v(x, !; h)=:0h&m0a(x&i!, h) e&!
22h&.(x&i!)h
we have
e!22h+Re .(x&i!)h(Tu&v)=O(e&=$2h) (3.13)
for |(x, !)| sufficiently small compared with =. Since not much is known
about this =$, the problem is now to extend (3.13) in a neighborhood of
(0, 0) that one can control more easily.
4. ADMISSIBLE OPEN SETS
In order to extend (3.13) in a larger opens et 0 containing (0, 0), we
need to perform suitable Agmon-type estimates. Let us start with the
following:
Proposition 4.1. Under the previous assumptions, there exist an open
set 0 containing (0, 0) and, for any t0, a real C function ,t on 0 such
that:
(1) ,0=&(Im z)2 and, for all t0,
,t(z, z )= 12 :
n
j=1
((1&e&4t+j)(Re z j)2&(1+e&4t+j)(Im zj)2)+O( |z| 3), (4.1)
where the O( |z|3) is uniform with respect to t.
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(2) ,t(z, z )  2 Re .(z) as t  + (4.2)
in C(0).
(3) There exists a constant Ct>0 such that
&q(z, z,t(z, z ))
1
Ct
|z|2, \z # 0. (4.3)
(4) On 0, ,t satisfies the evolution equation
t ,t(z, z )=&2q(z, z,t(z, z )). (4.4)
(5) ,t(z) is an increasing function of t for z{0, and, for all t>0 and
z{0,
,0(z, z )<,t(z, z )<2 Re .(z). (4.5)
(6) For t0, (&,t) is strictly plurisubharmonic on 0.
Proof. Let us set
40=[‘=i Im z]
(so that (z, ‘) # 40 iff (z&‘, i‘) is real), and for t0,
4t=exp tHq(40).
Since 40 is R-Lagrangian (that is, Lagrangian for the real symplectic form
Re(d‘ 7 dz) on C2nrR4n), and the map exp tHq is a complex canonical
transformation, we have that 4t is R-Lagrangian for all t. Moreover, on
40 , &q(z, ‘)= p(Re z, &Im z)(1C) |z|2 and then, for any t, &q|4t is
real and non-negative and there exists Ct>0 such that
&q(z, ‘)
1
Ct
( |z| 2+|‘| 2). (4.6)
Let us show that 4t is transversal to [z=0] at (0, 0). Since T04t=
exp(tFq(0))(40) and Fq(0) is given by (2.6) an easy calculus shows that the
integral curves (zt , ‘t)=exp(tFq(0))(z, ‘) with (z, ‘) # 40 are given by
zt =e2t+z
‘t= 12e
2t+z& 12e
&2t+z .
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Hence
T04t=[‘= 12z&
1
2 e
&4t+z ]
and, in particular, it is transversal to [z=0]. As a consequence, 4t admits
near (0, 0) an equation of the form
4t : ‘=
,t(z, z )
z
,
where ,t is a real C function defined in a neighborhood of 0 and vanish-
ing at 0. The quadratic approximation of ,t is given by (4.1). Looking care-
fully at the proof of [17, Appendix], one can also see that there exists a
fix neighborhood 0 of 0 in Cn such that for all t0, ,t is smooth in 0, and
that
,t(z, z )  2 Re .(z) as t  +
in C(0). Using (4.6), we can conclude that, for z # 0, &q(z, z,t(z, z )) is
real and non-negative and that (4.3) holds.
Let us show that ,t satisfies the evolution Eq. (4.4). If we denote by
(zt , ‘t)=exp tHq(z, ‘), (z, ‘) # 40 , we have
z* t =‘q(zt , ‘t)
(4.7)
‘4 t= &zq(zt , ‘t),
and
‘t=z,t(zt , z t). (4.8)
Hence
&(zq)(zt , ‘t)=‘4 t =(z,4 t)(zt , z t)+(2z ,t)(zt , z t) z* t
+(zz ,t)(zt , z t) z * t . (4.9)
On the other hand, since q(z, ‘) is holomorphic in the variable z and real
on 4t , one has, for any z # 0,
z(q(z, z,t(z, z )))=(zq)(z, z,t(z, z ))+(2z ,t)(z, z )(‘ q)(z, z,t(z, z ))
and
z (q(z, z,t(z, z )))=(z z,t)(z, z )(‘ q)(z, z,t(z, z )),
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i.e.,
z(q(z, z,t(z, z )))=(zz ,t)(z, z )(‘ q)(z, z,t(z, z )).
Hence
z(,4 t(z, z )+2q(z, z,t(z, z )))| z=zt=0. (4.10)
Since, when z describes Cn, zt describes the neighborhood 0 of 0 where ,
and ,t are defined, we have that, for any z # 0,
,4 t(z, z )+2q(z, z,t(z, z ))
is constant. Moreover, for z=0, ,4 t(0, 0)=2q(0, z,t(0, 0))=0 and (4.4)
follows. This implies that ,t(z, z ) is an increasing function of t for z{0. As
a consequence, we have for all t>0 and z{0,
,0(z, z )<,t(z, z )<2 Re .(z). (4.11)
It remains to prove that (&,t) is plurisubharmonic. If we take the
derivatives with respect to z of (4.4), we evaluate it for z=zt and we take
into account (4.7), we get
z,4 t(zt , z t)=&2(zq)(zt , ‘t)&22z ,t(zt , z t) z* t . (4.12)
Comparing (4.12) with (4.9) we get
&(zq)(zt , ‘t)= &2(zq)(zt , ‘t)&22z ,t(zt , z t) z* t
+2z ,t(zt , z t) z* t+zz ,t(zt , z t) z * t ,
i.e.,
(zq)(zt , ‘t)=zz ,t(zt , z t) z * t&2z ,t(zt , z t) z* t . (4.13)
On the other hand, if we take the derivative with respect to t of (4.4) we
get
, t(z, z )=&2(‘q)(z, z,t(z, z )) z,4 t(z, z ) (4.14)
and if we evaluate (4.14) at z=zt and use (4.12), we obtain
, t(zt , z t)=&2(‘q)(zt , ‘t)(&2(zq)(zt , ‘t)&22z ,t(zt , z t) z* t)
=4z* t((zq)(zt , ‘t)+2z ,t(zt , z t) z* t). (4.15)
Comparing (4.15) with (4.13) we get
, t(zt , z t)=4z* t zz ,( zt , z t) z * t . (4.16)
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For z # 0, let us set M(t, z, z )=zz ,t(z, z ). Taking the derivatives with
respect to z and z of (4.4), it is easy to check that the matrix M satisfy the
following first order equation
X(t, z, z , t , z , z ) M=&A(t, z, z ) M&M tA (t, z, z ),
where
X(t, z, z , t , z , z )=t+(‘q(z, ,t(z, z )), z)+(‘q(z, z,t(z, z )), z )
and
A(t, z, z )=(z‘q)(z, ,t(z, z ))+2z ,t(z, z )(
2
‘ q)(z, ,t(z, z )).
If (zt , ‘t)=exp(tHq)(z, ‘) denotes, as before, the integral curves of q
starting from points (z, ‘) # 40 , and we set M1(t)=M(t, zt , z t) and
A1(t)=A(t, zt , z t), we have
d
dt
M1(t)=&(A1(t) M1(t)+M1(t)t A 1(t)).
Hence, by Liouville theorem
det M1(t)=det M1(0) exp \&|
t
0
tr(2A1(s)) ds+ .
Since M1(t) is selfadjoint on Cn for any t0 and M1(0)=&12I then M1(t)
is negative definite for any t0. This implies that
, t(zt , z t)=4z* t zz ,t(zt , z t) z * t &C |zt |2 (4.17)
and then
, t(z, z )&C |z|2 (4.18)
for z # 0 and t0. This ends the proof of Proposition 4.1. K
Then we introduce the following notion of ‘‘admissible open set’’:
Definition 4.2. Let 01 be an open subset of 0 containing 0. Then 01
is called ‘‘admissible’’ if for any compact subset K of 01 there exists =K>0
and a neighborhood VK of 0 with the following property: For every t>0
large enough, there exists t # C(Cn) real such that
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t=,t on K;
t&,0 is constant outside 0;
t2 Re .&=K on VK ;
Sup |Im(z&zt)|<a and Sup |Re zt |<b;
_C$t>0 such that |q(z, zt)|
1
C$t
|z|2 on 0.
In terms of deformation of R-Lagrangian manifolds, this means that one
can deform 4t into 40 within an arbitrarily small neighborhood of 0"01 ,
in such a way that q remains elliptic along the deformation. Moreover, the
deformed weight has to be smaller than 2 Re . near 0 (this is imposed
since the WKB constructions are ceasing to exist there).
Before proving that the estimate (3.13) remains valid locally uniformly in
any admissible open set (which will be a relatively easy consequence of
Theorem 3.1 in [9]), let us exhibit such a set in terms of some constants
attached to q which are easy to compute.
Noticing that 2 Re .(z)&,0(z, z )=|z|22+O( |z|3), we set
|z|.=(2 Re .(z)&,0(z, z ))12. (4.19)
Taking into account the quadratic approximation of ,t given by (4.1), we
define the five constants #$0 , #j>0 ( j=0, 1, 2, 3) in the following way:
#$0 =Sup
z # 0
|z|
|z|.
#0=Sup
z # 0
|z|.
|z|
#1=Sup
t0
z # 0
|z,t(z, z )|
|z|.
#2=Sup
t0
z # 0
|z,t(z, z )&(z&e&4t+z )2|
|z| 2.
#3= Sup
z # 0
|‘| #1 |z|.
|‘q(z, ‘)&2+z|
|z| 2.
.
Then we have:
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Proposition 4.3. If r>0 satisfies
#0(2#2 +n+ 12 #3) - r+#20#2#3r+1 (4.20)
and
#1 - rb; \#2+#$02 + - ra (4.21)
then the set
Br=[z # Cn; (Im z)2+2 Re .(z)<r]=[ |z| 2.<r]
is an admissible open set in the sense of Definition 4.2.
Proof. Fix K//Br and 0<r0<r1<r such that K//Br0 . Let
/ # C(R+) be such that /(%)=% for % # [0, r0], /=:1 is constant on
[r1 , +), and 0/$1 everywhere (so that necessarily :1<r1). Because
of (4.2) and (4.5), we see that if t>0 is large enough, then
[,t(z, z )&,0(z, z )r1]//Br . (4.22)
and for such t’s, we set
t(z, z )=,0(z, z )+/(,t(z, z )&,0(z, z )). (4.23)
Because of (4.5), we have
K/[,t(z, z )&,0(z, z )r0],
and therefore
t=,t on K.
We also have t=,0+:1 on [,t(z, z )&,0(z, z )r1], and thus by (4.22)
and (4.2), we get on a t-independent neighborhood of Br :
2 Re .&t=2 Re .&,0+:1r1&:1>0.
Moreover, the fact that Sup |Im(z&zt)|<a and Sup |Re zt |<b is an
easy consequence of (4.21).
It remains to show that q(z, zt) is elliptic on [r0,t(z, z )&
,0(z, z )r1]. For 0s1, denote
g(s, z)=q(z, z,0+sz(,t&,0))
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so that
q(z, zt)= g(/$(,t&,0), z). (4.24)
We have
g
s
=(z(,t&,0), (‘q)(z, z,0+sz(,t&,0)))
and thus, using the definition of #j ( j=0, 1, 2, 3),
g
s
=12 (1&e&4t+) z +R1 , 2+z+R2
with
|R1|#2 |z| 2.
|R2 |#3 |z| 2. .
As a consequence,
g
s
=(+z, (1&e&4t+) z )+R3
with
|R3 |#0(2#2 +n+ 12#3) |z| . |z|
2+#20#2#3 |z|
2
. |z|
2.
In particular, if r satisfies (4.20) and t is large enough, we get
Re
g
s
\+1(1&e&4t+1)&#0 \2#2+n+12 #3+ |z|.&#20#2#3 |z| 2.+ |z|2
0
on [r0,t(z, z )&,0(z, z )r1]. Therefore, for any s # [0, 1], we have
Re g(s, z)Re g(1, z)
and since by (4.3) we have
g(1, z)=q(z, z,t)&
1
Ct
|z| 2,
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we get in particular
Re q(z, zt)&
1
Ct
|z| 2
which completes the proof of Proposition 4.3. K
5. EXTENSION OF THE WKB CONSTRUCTION
ON ADMISSIBLE OPEN SETS
Theorem 5.1. Let 01 be any admissible open set in the sense of Defini-
tion 4.2. Then for any compact set K/01 , there exists =>0 such that
e!22h+Re .(x&i!)h(Tu(x, !; h)&v(x, !; h))=O(e&=h)
uniformly for x&i! # K and h>0 small enough. Here u is the first nor-
malized eigenfunction of P=Oph, 12( p), and
v(x, !; h)=:0h&m0a(x&i!, h) e&!
22h&.(x&i!)h
is the WKB solution constructed in Section 2.
Proof. Using (3.13), let =0>0 and V0 be a neighborhood of 0 # R2n
such that
&e!22h+Re .(x&i!)h(Tu&v)&2L2(V0)=O(e
&=0h). (5.1)
Then, fix K//01 , and let =k>0 and t (t>0 large enough) be given by
Definition 4.2. By (4.2), we can fix t0 sufficiently large so that
|t0&2 Re .|
=$K
4
on K (5.2)
with =$K=Min(=0 , =K). Let also / # C 0 (0) be such that /=1 on K and
Supp {/ is included in the interior of the neighborhood VK of 0 where
t02 Re .&=K , and define
w=/v&Tu.
Then by construction, we have that there exists =>0 such that (possibly by
shrinking =K)
(hDx&!&ihD!) w=h(Dx/&iD! /) v+O(e&(!
22+Re .+=)h)
=O(e&(!2+to+=K)2h) (5.3)
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since Dx/&iD!/ is supported in VK . Moreover, if we set v~ =/~ v with
/~ # C 0 (0) such that /~ =1 on a neighborhood of supp /, (2.9) gives
(P &E) w=(P &E) /v
=[P, /] v~ +O(e&!22h&Re .(x&i!)h&=1h) (5.4)
with =1>0. We set
=
1
2 \!2+t0+
=$K
2 +
(which is constant outside 0), and we plan to apply Theorem 3.5.1 in [10]
with this , but with Tu replaced by w. Actually, since (hDx&!&ihD!) w
is not zero but we have only (5.3), following the proof of Theorem 3.1 in
[9] we see that an extra term appears in the error, namely,
&eh(x, !) &k (P &E) w&2
=&(x, !)&k p(x&2z, !+iz) ehw&2
+O(h) &ehw&2
+O(h &ehv&L2(VK)+e
&=K4h) &ehw&. (5.5)
However, since !22+Re.&=K4 on VK , we have
&ehv&L2(VK)=O(e
&=K8h)
and therefore, using also the fact that p(x&2z, !+2iz)=&q(z, zt0)
is elliptic outside 0, we get from (5.4) and (5.5),
&ehw&2=O(1+&ehw&2L2(V0)+&e
h(x, !) &k [P , /] v~ &2). (5.6)
Using (5.2), we also have
}&!
2
2
&Re . }=$K2 (5.7)
and thus, by (5.1),
&ehw&2L2(V0)=O(e
&=$K2h). (5.8)
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In view of (5.6), it remains to study the term &eh(x, !) &k [P , /] v~ &2. We
write
(X) &k [P , /] v~ (X)=
(X) &k
(2?h)2n | e
i(X&Y) X*hp~ \X+Y2 , X*+
_(/(Y)&/(X)) v~ (Y) dY dX*
and, denoting X=(x, !), Y=( y, ’) and X*=(x*, !*), we make in (5.9)
the change of contour of integration,
R2n % (x*, !*) [ \x*+ib$ x& y|x& y| , !*+ia$
!&’
|!&’|+ (5.9)
with Sup |Im(z&z.)|<a$<a and Sup |Re z.|<b$<b. then
&eh(x!)&k [P , /] v~ &2=O(1+ Sup
Y  VK
/(X){/(Y)
e&$ |X&Y|h+=$K2h) (5.10)
with some $>0 depending only on K. Now we have
Inf
Y  VK
/(X){/(Y)
|X&Y|>0
and we see that we can shrink =K without modifying the set [Y  Vk ;
/(X){/(Y)]. Then we deduce from (5.10) that &eh(x, !) &k [P , /] v~ &2 is
exponentially small, and in view of (5.6) and (5.8), we get finally get
&ehw&2=O(1).
Since (x, !) 12!
2+Re .(x&i!)+(18) =$K on K, this completes the proof
of Theorem 5.1. K
Remark 5.2. As was pointed out to us by J. Sjo strand, Theorem 5.1
actually permits us to get a WKB expansion near 0 by Uu(x, h), where U
is any semiclassical Fourier integral operator with real quadratic phase.
Indeed, Theorem 5.1 means that, near 0 # Cn, the function T u(x&i!; h) :=
e!22hTu(x, !; h) is a semiclassical Lagrangian distribution (in a sense
similar to the one of [5]) associated to the complex Lagrangian manifold
4 +=[‘=iz.(z)]. Therefore, denoting }: (z, ‘) [ (z&i‘, ‘) the complex
canonical transformation associated to the Bargman transform T , and
using standard arguments, it is enough to prove that for any real linear
symplectic map K, the Lagrangian manifold K b }&1(4 +) projects bijec-
tively on the base at (0, 0). Now, the tangent at (0, 0) of }&1(4 +) is given
by the equation ‘=iz, and thus one immediately verifies that }&1(4 +) is
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a positive Lagrangian manifold at (0, 0) (in the sense that the quadratic
form Z [ _(Z, Z )2i is positive definite on its tangent space, where _
denotes the complex canonical symplectic form). Since K is symplectic and
real, one also has _(K(Z), K(Z))=_(K(Z), K(Z ))=_(Z, Z ), so that
K b }&1(4 +) is positive too, and thus projects bijectively on the base.
In the particular case of the Schro dinger operator with magnetic field,
this implies that the first eigenfunction admits a WKB expansion in a
neighborhood of the potential well (in the original coordinates). However,
the previous analysis does not give much information on the size of this
neighborhood.
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